
 Century's 1040S (40 ton) and 1060S (60 ton) Rotators have set the industry standard
for superior design and performance in heavy duty recovery equipment for years. Based
on that same past knowledge and experience the 1075S has brought the rotator market to a

2-speed winches, newly designed winch buckets, and increased boom reach to tackle the
toughest recovery applications.
 For supreme stability in a variety of situations Century's Rotators are equipped with
a hydraulic stabilization system that includes front hydraulic outriggers with over 17' of
spread and rear patented outriggers designed for stability, in lifting as well as anchoring
your unit during those tough recoveries.

CENTURY®

Rotator Series

"For Those Who Demand the Best in 
Power and Performance"



Century's aluminum body is 
designed to optimize space 

for your lift forks and popular 
towing and recovery equipment. 

Optional front tunnel saddle 
boxes are available in a variety 

equipment needs. All Century 
bodies come with an aluminum 

tread-plate walkway for easy 
access to the center section of 

the recovery unit.

With 360° of continuous boom rotation and 
house locks located 180° apart, the boom on 
a Century Rotator can be carried in a rear or 
forward position when mounted on a chassis 
with adequate clearance.  With the boom in 
the forward position, more weight can be 
transferred to the front axle when towing a 
heavy load. This also provides clearance over 
the deck of the rotator when towing trucks 

ladders, snorkels, or buckets.

The control stations are arranged in a user friendly lay-out with elongated winch handles 

Touch system  lets  you control all your emergency lighting and controls from one location.  

The optional boom 
mounted Xenon 
lights provide bright 
area lighting for 
night recoveries. 
The D-Ring plunger 
option holds the 
D-Rings folded for 
more clearance with 
the boom positioned 
over the cab.

Century Rotators come standard with one set of D-Rings 
and Tailboard Recovery Anchors.  Additional D-Rings can be 
added along with the aluminum dress-up kit.For better visibility, backlit controls 

are standard with the Wireless 



CENTURY®

Rotator Series

of cast steel forks, pivoting spring lift hangers and hook adapters.  Other 

wheel plate, fork riser brackets and heavy duty tire lift.

The rear outrigger 
spade attachment is 
conveniently stored on 
the front outrigger leg.
The spade attachment 
can be attached to 
the rear or side of the 
outrigger depending on 
your scenario.  A D-Ring 
can also be added for a 
additional hooking point.



The turret mounted drag winch option gives you two additional 
winches  expanding your recovery capabilities.  The dual 
20,000 lb. planetary winches are mounted low on the mast of 
the rotator turret to keep the additional weight off the boom 
and farther forward for better front axle weight. The winches 

with shackle points located on the second stage for additional  
snatch block locations for lifting or recoveries.

The SDU-4 provides 143" of reach with a lift capacity of 17,000 lbs. extended 
and 55,000 lbs. retracted.

Century's SDU-4 is available with the optional Low Rider Stinger option which 
has a lift capacity of 18,000 lbs. at it's full extended reach of 165 ½". The 

between the underlift and the towed vehicle, making it ideal for towing transit 
buses or  motor coaches with set back axles.

The optional rear outrigger 
extensions add 22 inches 
of spread per side. The 
extensions  use pre-existing 
holes and can be used on 
existing Century 1060S.

The winch bucket and optional light pylon are design to minimize overhang 
when leaving a driving lane open is necessary.

Optional single or dual 
drag winches are deck 

mounted for better 
stability during tough 
recovery applications 
(Dual N/A with turret 

mounted winches).  
Additional storage space 
on the deck for cribbing, 

hoses, and other 
equipment is provided.
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Boom Specifications
Boom

0 0

1040S 2-Stage 80,000 lbs. 25,000 lbs. 55° 352" 156"

1060S 3-Stage 120,000 lbs. 24,000 lbs. 60° 449" 249"

1075S 3-Stage 150,000 lbs. 36,000 lbs. 60° 485" 292"

1075S/2 3-Stage 150,000 lbs. 36,000 lbs. 60° 485" 292"

Winch Specifications

1040S (2) 35,000 lbs. Planetary 2-Speed 3/4" x 200'          Standard

1060S (2) 50,000 lbs. Planetary 2-Speed 3/4" x 250'          Standard

1075S/2 (2) 50,000 lbs. Planetary 2-Speed 3/4" x 250'          Standard

1075S (2) 60,000 lbs. Planetary 2-Speed 7/8" x 250' Standard

1075S/21075S/2

Drag Winch Specifications

35,000 lbs. Planetary 2-Speed 5/8" x 200'          Air

50,000 lbs. Planetary 2-Speed 3/4" x 250'          Air

Dual
35,000 lbs. Planetary 2-Speed 5/8" x 250'          Air

Turret Mounted
Dual 20,000 lbs. Planetary 9/16" x 220'

or 5/8" x 200' Spring



Standard Body
Features

Standard Underlift
Features

Optional 
Equipment

Standard Boom
Features

Underlift Specifications

17,000 lbs. @ 143.5" 55,000 lbs. @ 54" 10° +         
10° -

18,000 lbs. @ 165.5" 55,000 lbs. @ 66" 10° +         
7° -
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SDU-4

Recommended Minimum*
Chassis Specifications

20,000 46,000 180" 40" 4,000,000



CENTURY®

Rotator Winch, Toolbox and Outrigger Options

The Century 1060S, 1075S, and 1075S2 are available with additional turret or deck mounted winch packages for increased winching
power and rigging capabilities. The turret mounted package provides the operator with two 20,000 lb. planetary winches and 
additional shackle points placed on the mast and boom heads. The optional deck winches may be ordered as a single 35,000 lb. or
50,000 lb. or the dual 35,000 lb. winches to give you a total of 6 winches when ordered with the turret winches for the maximum in 
rigging and recovery possibilities.



L e g e n d a r y  L e a d e r s h i p
New Body Features
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New Optional Features


